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With disruptions increasingly common (climate change, wars, pandemics), companies now realize that what sets them apart from the competition is not only efficiency, but also the ability to deliver on disruption denied: how next-generation logistics create a resilient supply chain

XPO Logistics Inc (NYSE to help it transform supply chain management, ensure its deliveries are on-time, and give its customers accurate, up-to-date view on the location of their freight

xpo logistics amplifies supply chain via google cloud - read how

A leading global business to business finance magazine, focused primarily on international finance and known for its extensive industry research and rankings.

four complex supply chain challenges to just-in-time delivery

The school will establish a central academic home for interdisciplinary education, research and workforce development partnerships

NORFOLK, VA, June 03, 2022

old dominion university to create school of supply chain, logistics, and maritime operations

At Breakthru, we are taking aim at internal processes that dampen information to instead create chain management, and the value of the planning process and the information being gathered every day.

building tomorrow's supply chain with today's data

Proper supply chain management is critical to smooth business operation, agility and profitability. Beyond coordination, resilience is a key quality required for supply chain management. Covid-19

using tech to build supply chain resilience in a changing world

Once primarily a management concern, supply chain’s recent emergence as an enterprise risk requires a delicate allocation of responsibility between executive and board leadership.

supply chain problems stretch board oversight capacity

It is clear that shipping speed has become a deciding factor for many, and the only way to remain competitive is to adapt to this new reality. In order to do so, e-commerce sellers should focus on

how to optimize your supply chain for shipping lead times

Supply chain woes have dominated headlines, but there’s another type of supply chain that’s also increasingly at risk: the cloud supply chain.

managing extended software supply chain risks

The pandemic has led to turmoil across industries, creating a lot of disruptions and uncertainties. The dynamics of most markets have been altered in fundamental ways, requiring companies of all types

‘nimble and dynamic supply chain’ is the new competitive differentiator

What happens when there’s a weak link in the supply chain? While you can’t control for all the variables, you can be prepared to respond.

what you need to know about managing the modern supply chain

How do businesses tackle a tumultuous supply chain? Establish an issue-to-resolution (I2R) process that allows a dedicated team to tackle current and future issues.

how to tackle supply chain disruptions with an I2R team

While ecommerce was already on the rise prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the historic shift in customer expectations and behaviors fueled the explosive growth of online shopping. The pandemic was the

tackling the growing problem of fashion returns earlier in the supply chain

This is because supply chain issues have touched multiple aspects of people’s lives, from topping up at filling stations to buying staple food items. Companies around the globe have also been affected